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Abstract In this paper, we have proposed and designed

DPHK (data prediction based on HMM according to activ-

ity pattern knowledge mined from trajectories), a real-time

distributed predicted data collection system to solve the con-

gestion and data loss caused by too many connections to

sink node in indoor smart environment scenarios (like Smart

Home, Smart Wireless Healthcare and so on). DPHK predicts

and sends predicted data at one time instead of sending the

triggered data of these sensor nodes which people is going

to pass in several times. Firstly, our system learns the knowl-

edge of transition probability among sensor nodes from the

historical binary motion data through data mining. Secondly,

it stores the corresponding knowledge in each sensor node

based on a special storage mechanism. Thirdly, each sensor

node applies HMM (hidden Markov model) algorithm to pre-

dict the sensor node locations people will arrive at according

to the received message. At last, these sensor nodes send their

triggered data and the predicted data to the sink node. The

significances of DPHK are as follows: (a) the procedure of

DPHK is distributed; (b) it effectively reduces the connection

between sensor nodes and sink node. The time complexities

of the proposed algorithms are analyzed and the performance

is evaluated by some designed experiments in a smart envi-

ronment.
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1 Introduction

Sensing, data collection and data processing are three basic

functions in wireless sensor network (WSN). Particularly, the

data collection plays an important role in building a bridge

between the processing center and the physical environment

sensed by sensor nodes. In the progress of data collection,

when hundreds or even thousands of sensor nodes periodi-

cally report their sensed data to the sink node, high latency

or data loss may take place for the sink node cannot afford

to process so much data in one time. For example, In Fig.

1(a), sensor nodes s3, s9, s10, s13, s14, s15, s24, s27 and s29

are triggered, and they will send their data to the sink node

at the same time. If data of s3 is lost or data of s10 and s9 is

delayed being processed, it will be hard for applications to

know UserOne is under s3 or the applications may get that

UserTwo walks from s10 to s9 after a period. Thus, how to

efficiently aggregate the sensed data from scattered sensor

nodes with low communication traffic around the sink node

is one of the most critical challenges in the applications of

resource-limited sensor networks.

In recent years, much research effort has been devoted to
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efficient data gathering in WSNs and various types of data

gathering mechanisms have been proposed for large-scale

sensor networks. Most of them focused on data collection

based on mobile data gathering schemes [1,2], efficient re-

lay routing [3], multi-channel scheduling [4] and multiple

sinks schemes [5]. However, in indoor applications or ser-

vices like Smart Office and Smart Wireless Healthcare, the

methods above have some limits: i) mobile data gathering

schemes is not fit in indoor services for the carrier of mobile

sink node is not convenient to work in indoor environment; ii)

in efficient relay routing, the data may be stored in some in-

termediate sensor nodes for a while and the result is that this

method is not real-time enough; iii) multi-channel scheduling

and multiple sinks schemes may still face the problem in their

basic element-one channel or one sink when the data needed

to be sent is too much. So in this paper, in order to reduce the

communication traffic load of the sink node in a smart envi-

ronment in which applications can conduct activity recogni-

tion, we propose a real-time and distributed method-DPHK

(data prediction based on HMM according to activity pattern

knowledge mined from trajectories) which is inspired by our

former research [6] and the study of human activity predic-

tion [7–9]. In addition, our designed system DPHK can also

be applied jointly with the above methods to make the effect

much better. Figure 1(a) shows the testbed environment used

in this work.

Fig. 1 (a) Layout of the smart environment of our study; (b) the USB hub
which powers several sensor nodes and the sensor nodes used in our work

In our proposed method, we have two assumptions:

• People will not walk back and forth in the environment

during one trajectory for the scenario takes place not

very frequently in daily life and routine office. While

if people walk back, we also think this is a new tra-

jectory for the reverse often takes place in the end of

an activity. For example, going to bathroom can be di-

vided into going to the bathroom and coming back from

the bathroom. People will walk back after going to the

bathroom and before coming back from the bathroom;

• People could walk in the environment in different speed

but everyone’s walking speed is treated as a constant or

slow-changing variable [6]. What’s more, people may

change their walking speed when something sporadic

or urgent happens, however, they may still have a con-

stant or slow-changing but new speed before the event

ends or they burn out.

Our motivation of this paper is to solve two main problems:

(i) how to reduce the incoming data traffic load of sink node,

(ii) how to make distributed prediction in real-time. The main

contributions of our work are as follows:

• Resigning algorithm for using HMM to make multihop

prediction about the incoming trajectory based on the

multihop historical knowledge and received message;

• Designing algorithm with distributed to make predic-

tion with the localized computing and knowledge of

each sensor node;

• Conducting performance evaluation experiments to test

the feasibility and effect of DPHK.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The existing

works in the literature is discussed in Section 2. The model

definition and system design for Smart environment is pre-

sented in Section 3. In Section 4, the core of DPHK which is

called PSM is discussed in detail. Then in Section 5, the per-

formance of our proposed framework is evaluated with real

data set collected from a smart workplace environment. Fi-

nally, in Section 6, we conclude this work and discuss the

future research directions.

2 Related work

In this section, we review some recent works on data collec-

tion in WSNs. Some researchers improve the data collection

rate in physical means such as increasing the number of sink

node. In Ref. [1], the authors proposed a data gathering cost

minimization (DaGCM) framework. In this method, the mo-

bile collector with multiple antennas completes the mobile

data gathering, which is constrained by flow conservation,

energy consumption, link capacity, compatibility among sen-

sor nodes and the bound on total sojourn time of the mobile

collector at all anchor points. In Ref. [4], the authors studied

the data collection rate under the many-to-one communica-

tion paradigm known as convergecast. They combine trans-
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mission power control with TDMA scheduling, and use mul-

tiple frequency channels to enable more concurrent transmis-

sions. They also construct network topologies with specific

properties that help in further enhancing the data collection

rate. A method using multiple sinks was proposed in Ref. [5].

In this method, the authors presented an algorithm to select a

subset of sensor nodes to represent the whole multi-sink sen-

sor network based on the spatial correlated sensing readings.

In this algorithm, only these representatives named sources

need to upload their data to the chosen sinks. However, these

approaches only reduce the scale of the problem a sink node

faces to a certain extent which means the problem will also

have a serious impact on these approaches when the scale of

the problem is too great.

Other research works are concentrated on data process-

ing, optimization and compression to reduce the communi-

cation traffic in the WSN. A communication traffic reduc-

tion method by delivering predicted sensor data was pro-

posed in Ref. [2]. In this method, at the base station, the sys-

tem predicts the sensor data value in each area in the next

round by using stored sensor data in the sensor data base.

The mobile sink broadcasts predicted sensor data to each sen-

sor node in its route. Only sensor nodes whose sensing data

exceeds the admissible error margin from the predicted sen-

sor data transmit their data. In Refs. [10,11], the authors pro-

posed a packet merging approach. In their method, the sen-

sor node combines several smaller records into a few large

ones in specific time and forwards the larger packets, thus re-

duces the number of packets and there by the communication

cost. CONCH, short for constraint chaining was proposed in

Ref. [12]. In CONCH, a monitored node triggers a report if its

value changes and a monitored edge which stands for the re-

lationships between neighboring values triggers a report if the

difference between its nodes’ values changes. These methods

indeed do a good job in reducing communication traffic, but

they cannot often offer real-time data for these reasons: i) the

sensed data may be stored in some sensor nodes which do the

packet merging for a period of time; ii) the mobile sink will

not send the data to the process center until it finishes collect-

ing the sensed data on its route; iii) the sensor nodes do not

forward the sensed data as the sensed data does not change

much.

While in an indoor smart environment, the feasibility of ac-

tivity recognition indicates that human activity is regular. In

Refs. [13,14], the authors presented a distributed model for

recognizing user activity sequences. In the model, they stud-

ied the temporal and spatial relationships in the activation se-

quence and took use of the regular relationships to recognize

activity. In view of the above-mentioned relationships and the

thoughts in Ref. [7], the authors proposed an activity-based

continuous-time Markov model to define and predict the hu-

man movement patterns [15]. The main work of the method is

to define the user’s activity patterns, based on the monitoring

of user’s past activity provided in a specified time interval, to

make a prediction of next activity. The transition between ac-

tivities is modeled as a Markov chain to predict (n + 1)th day

location using n days information. However, these methods

are not adopted in data collection application.

3 Methodology

In this section, we mainly introduce the knowledge model

that is stored in sensor nodes used in our framework. We also

briefly describe the problem of study.

3.1 Model definition

Here we model the network of our smart environment and

define the knowledge structure that is stored in sensor nodes.

3.1.1 Wireless sensor network model

Let G = (V, E) be the undirected topology graph of the net-

work where V = {s1, s2, . . . , si, . . . , sN } is the set of sen-

sor nodes which are installed across the Smart Environment

physical space and E = {e1, e2, . . . , e j, . . . , eM} is the edge

set of G. An edge e j = (sx, sy) exists when sx and sy can

physically be reached directly from each other and they can

also communicate with each other. N is the number of sensor

nodes and M is the number of edges. (G of our environment

is shown in Fig. 2(a)).

Table 1 List of parameters and their description

Parameter Definition

Di the number of e connected with si

AP two sensors connected by an edge are APs of each other

MDS multiple direction sensor, a sensor whose D is greater than 2

UDS unique direction sensor, a sensor whose D is not greater than 2

θ the threshold is used to judge whether the predicted result is
acceptable

ME message used to tell sensor where a user ever passed

PSID previous sensor ID in ME

CSID current sensor ID in ME

q(st) state at step st

CTS current triggered sensor in a step ST

PTS sensor predicted to be triggered by CTS

RTS really triggered sensor in step (ST + 1) or (ST + 2)

While thinking about the situation in Fig. 2(b): a user

reaches s8 passing by s3, s7. If s8 doesn’t know the user
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comes from s3, it may choose s9 as the next walking loca-

tion; otherwise it may choose s11. And this means a sensor

node can make a prediction more accurately if it knows more

historical information about where a user ever passed. How-

ever, taking the storage capacity and computing power of a

sensor node into consideration, here we consider 2-hop ac-

tivity transition relationship among the nodes which means a

sensor node knows only previous two positions where a user

ever passes. And we assume user won’t walk back during one

trajectory, for UDS like s9 in Fig. 2(a), the transition proba-

bility of a user walking to s10 is 100% when the user comes

from s8. So 2-hop activity transitions which need sensor node

to make a choice only occur in MDS like s11, s16, also the

crossing of two P-R paths.

Fig. 2 (a) Basic graph G constructed for the smart environment layout; (b)
Explanation of why we adopt EG; (c) Practical EG of G. Solid lines indicate
activity transition between nodes 1-hop away, while dashed lines indicate
activity transition between nodes 2-hop away. Nodes 1-hop to each other can
be physically reachable without triggering any other node

Definition 1 (P-R path) If there is a path connecting with

MDS si and MDS s j and on the path no other MDS exists

or only UDS exists, we say si and s j are Path-Reachable,

P-R for short. This path is called a P-R path. For example,

s8 → s9 → s10 is a P-R path, s8 and s10 are MDSs and s9 is a

UDS.

The notion of activity transitional relationship among the

nodes or states is presented and used in this work in the form

of an Extended Graph or EG.

EG (extended graph) In EG = (V, E, E′, A, A′), weighted

2-hop edge e′ ∈ E′ denotes a pair of sensor nodes that can

physically be reached from each other through two P-R paths.

The weights a and a′ of edge e and e′ respectively denote di-

rect 1-hop and indirect 2-hop activity transition between the

nodes. If a′ = 0, the corresponding e′ doesn’t exist. (Figure

2(c) shows EG of G.)

3.1.2 Data structure

In order to generate predicted data, a sensor node needs to

know where a user may go next and when the user will reach

the next position. What’s more, when a sensor node has pre-

dicted where a user will go, as the P-R path through this sen-

sor node is one-way traffic, it can compute the predicted data

of the last UDS(s) in the same P-R path without new predic-

tion of the next location. For example, when a user walk to s9

from s8, his next destination must be s10 in one trajectory. 2-

hop prediction only happens at the crossing of two P-R paths,

and then the special storage structure of distance information

and access probability information should be defined.

Definition 2 (P-RD) P-R Distance between two sensor

nodes, short for P-RD, is defined like this:

P-RD=m, one can reach the other through m P-R paths

ADLL (access distance linked list) To every sensor

node, it stores all the distance information of other sensor

nodes which are Ω P-RD from it and have the Ω-hop tran-

sition relationship with it. Ω is variable which is determined

by the actual demand and the storage capability of the sensor

node.

ADP (access direction probability) To every sensor

node, it stores all the 1-hop and 2-hop activity transition prob-

ability between it and sensor nodes in its ADLL.

In our model, Ω = 2 in view of the storage capability and

computing power of the sensor node. Figure 3 shows the the-

oretic structure of ADLL of s21 in Fig. 2(c). We can see that

the two s24s have different distances for they have different P-

RDs: one is the distance of s21 to s24, the other is the distance

of s21 to s25 then to s24.

3.2 Problem description

When some trajectories are generated in the smart environ-

ment, all the sensor nodes triggered will send their sensed

data to the sink node. We define the times the sink node re-

ceives sensed information from other sensor nodes in one

time as the pressure of receiving data on sink node, short for

PRDOS. And the greater the PRDOS is, the worse the data

loss is or the higher the latency is.
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Fig. 3 The structure of ADLL of s21 in Fig. 2(c)

Research purpose In order to reduce PRDOS, each sen-

sor node can send predicted results of the nextΩ sensor nodes

a user will pass instead of the real triggered data of these sen-

sor nodes through received ME based on its ADP and ADLL.

3.3 Illustrating example

Figure 4 illustrates how proposed DPHK solves the above-

mentioned problem. In Trajectory II, all the triggered sensor

nodes should send their sensed data to sink node before us-

ing DPHK and the total times is 6 times. While after using

DPHK, take s8 as an example, it is not a PTS of s3 but a RTS

and this means s3 has made a wrong prediction, so s8 needs

to make a new prediction. It applies HMM to predict s11 and

s14 as PTS according to ME-No.2 and sends its sensed data

and the predicted results of s11 and s14 to the sink node. Then

when s11 becomes RTS, it compares its sensed data with the

predicted result received from s8 to decide whether it needs

to send a modified data to the sink node and makes a new

prediction. And in our system, the total times of Trajectory II

is 3 times.

Table 2 The structure of ME

The structure of ME in DPHK-TT
The structure of

ME in DPHK-OT

Predicted sensor ID 1 Predicted triggered time 1 Predicted sensor ID 1

. . . . . . . . .

Predicted sensor ID X Predicted triggered time X Predicted sensor ID X

PSID PSID

CSID CSID

Fig. 4 An illustrating example of DPHK. (a) The situation of three users walking in the environment; (b) example of CTS, PTS and RTS; (c)
passed ME of the situation; (d) process mode of DPHK when cross happens
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Figure 4(d) shows how DPHK deals with cross in s16: as

long as the MEs used to make prediction are different, the

predicted results will be different. s16 predicts as ME-No.9

according to ME-No.8 and as ME-No.10 according to ME-

No.7. What’s more, although two users walk together and

have the same speed which means the MEs and received

time of MEs are the same, DPHK can process this overlap

like only one user walking in the environment and this way

doesn’t go against our research purpose.

DPHK is divided into DPHK-TT (predicted result with tra-

jectory and time) and DPHK-OT (predicted result with only

trajectory) depending on whether the predicted result contain

time information.

4 Predict system model based on HMM

This subsection describes the work in solid lines in Fig. 5

and the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. PSM is the kernel

of DPHK and it is in charge of applying the activity pattern

knowledge mined in historical information to predict where a

user will go to and when a user will arrive at. PSM of DPHK-

TT consists of message passing, prediction of walking direc-

tion and prediction of triggering time and PSM of DPHK-OT

consists of message passing, prediction of walking direction.

Fig. 5 DPHK system: path prediction of user from sensor network

4.1 System procedure

The operational architecture of proposed DPHK is shown in

Fig. 5. Firstly, the base station applies activity recognition

and data mining to analyze the historical binary motion data

with the information of the physical design of the smart en-

vironment and gets the activity sequences which can be used

to recognize activity. Secondly, the system gets the network

model called extended graph or EG from the sensor deploy-

ment and the activity sequences. Next each sensor node stores

its own knowledge according to some special rules and this

process is also called Distributed Storage. Finally, each sen-

sor node applies PSM to predict in the smart environment.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code for PSM

Input: message ME (MEr) received from other sensor node, access dis-
tance linked list of CTS-CTS.ADLL, access direction probability of CTS-
CTS.ADP;

Output: message ME (MEs) sent to APs of CTS, predicted results of
CTS;

1: if CTS is predicted in MEr and |the trigger time of CTS-the predicted
time of CTS| � θ//The predicted data of CTS can be accepted then

2: CTS sends MEs to its adjacent nodes;

3: else

4: PWD();//CTS makes new prediction about the next two locations

people will go to

5: PTT()(needed only in DPHK-TT);//CTS computes when people will

arrive at the predicted locations

6: CTS sends a modified command about the wrong prediction, its real

sensed data and its predicted results to the sink node;//CTS needs to

modify or cancel the wrong predicted data made by its former sensor

node

7: CTS sends MEs;//CTS sends message to its adjacent nodes about the

prediction

8: end if

What’s more, all the procedures in dashed lines is studied

by former researchers, we can directly achieve them.

4.2 Message (ME)

ME is used to convey news among sensor nodes. The struc-

ture of ME is shown in Table 2, and the number of predicted

sensor ID X is determine by Ω. Here are some rules about

how to send ME marked as MEs: if the CTS receives a ME

from other sensor node marked as MEr:

• The PSID and CSID in MEs should be changed into the

sensor node which sends MEr to CTS and CTS;

• CTS will not send MEs to CSID in MEr;

• If CTS is predicted and the predicted result is accept-

able, MEs doesn’t include the predicted result of CTS,

like ME-No.2 in Fig. 4(c);

• If CTS is predicted but the predicted result is not ac-

ceptable, MEs includes the new predicted results made

by CTS and doesn’t include the old predicted results,

like ME-No.3 in Fig. 4(c).

4.3 Prediction of walking direction (PWD)

This explains the task PWD() in Algorithm 1 and its pseudo

code is showed in Algorithm 2. PWD() is used to make pre-

diction of the walking direction of a user. Our strategy is like
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this: CTS makes prediction according to where a user ever

passes. If the PRD of the CTS and the PTS which is a MDS

is less than Ω (step 3 in Algorithm 2), CTS will go on pre-

dicting, or PTS is a UDS (step 4 in Algorithm 2), CTS only

get the next sensor node of PTS in CTS.ADLL as the second

location the user will arrive at.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo code for PWD()

Input: message ME (MEr) received from other sensor node, access dis-
tance linked list of CTS-CTS.ADLL, access direction probability of CTS-
CTS.ADP;

Output: predicted sensor ID list PSL;

Variables: predicted hop ph;

1: AP′=PPWD(MEr ,CTS.ADP);//prediction of the first location a user
will arrive at

2: Put AP′ into PSL;

3: if ph < Ω then

4: if 2-hop activity transition probability of CTS across AP′ exists//

There are sensor nodes that have 2-hop transmission relation with

CTS could be predicted

5: ME=ChangeME();//detailed in 1

6: AP′′=PPWD(ME,CTS.ADP)(prediction of the second location a

user will arrive at);//prediction of the second location a user will

arrive at

7: Put AP′′ into PSL;

8: else

9: AP′′ is the next sensor node of AP′ in CTS.ADLL;//AP′ is a

UDS

10: end if

11: end if

12: return PSL;

4.3.1 Update ME

This explains the task ChangeME() in Algorithm 2. Because

ourΩ is two which means our system can make prediction 2-

hop away, and our system makes prediction according to the

historical information where a user comes from, then when

a sensor node predicts the second PTS the user will go to, it

should think itself and the first PTS as historical information

like it becomes the first PTS and receive a ME from itself.

Take s8 in Fig. 4(a) for example, after it predicts s11, it should

update the ME as ME-No.6 and make prediction beforehand

instead of s11.

4.3.2 Mixed order HMM modeling

The predict system model is designed as a modified hidden

Markov model (HMM) named mixed order HMM or mixed-

HMM which is λ = (A,C,
∏

) and the set of states is S ′ and it

works as PPWD(). PPWD() takes charge of construct the sub

set of states and the λ. It also should compute each probabil-

ity of all the observation sequence, especially, when the CTS

is an end point which means people only walk back, it will

directly choose the CSID as its PTS.

Fig. 6 Example of choosing state of UDS and MDS

1) States This explains the task DecideState() in Algo-

rithm 3. Our Mixed-HMM chooses only the subset of

states that contains the nodes active and their neigh-

bor nodes. This reduces the computational complexity

without compromising the accuracy (Theorem 1). In the

process, if a CTS is not predicted or the predicted result

is not acceptable, it got S ′ as follows:

• If CTS is a MDS, S ′ is {(PSID)′, (PSID →
CSID)′, (CSID → CTS)′, (CTS → every AP of

CTS except CSID)′}, like s10 in Fig. 6, when s10

is to make prediction, it needs more historical in-

formation to make a more correct prediction for it

has three choices;

• If CTS is a UDS, S ′ is {(CSID)′, (CSID→ CTS)′,
(CTS→ every AP of CTS except CSID)′}, like s9

in Fig. 6, for it has only one choice it does not

need the states like MDS to increase the compu-

tational complexity.

Sub-state selection in Mixed-HMM The sub-state se-

lection in Mixed-HMM does not affect the optimality

of HMM model and Forward computation in our appli-

cation scenario (due to activity transitional relationship

among nodes upto 2 hop away).

Theorem 1 In Mixed-HMM the reduced state set re-

sults in the same optimal state sequence as that with

complete state set [16].

2) Mixed-HMM model This explains the task

FormHMM() in Algorithm 3. () mainly construct the

state transition probability matrix A, emission probabil-

ity distribution matrix C and initial state distribution
∏

of our Mixed-HMM. The three parts are got like fol-

lowings:
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• State transition probability In HMM computa-

tion, A = {a( j2, j1)}; when q(S T − 1) = (s j3 →
s j2 )′, q(S T ) = (s j2 → s j1 )′ and s j1 , s j2 and s j3 are

in the same P-R path, then a( j2, j1) = 1; when

q(S T − 1) = (s j3 → s j2 )′, q(S T ) = (s j2 → s j1 )′

and s j1 , s j2 and s j3 are in two P-R paths, then

a′(s j3 , s j1 );

• Emission probability distribution C = {c j(p)}.
c j(p) = P[op|q(S T ) = (s j)′] is the probability that

the system outcome at step ST is op ∈ V given the

state q(S T ) ∈ S ′;

• Initial state distribution
∏
={π j}, where π j is the

probability that at starting step S Ts of HMM time

window the state is (s j)′ ∈ S ′.

3) Forward computation This explains the task For-

ward() in Algorithm 3 and its pseudo code is given in

Algorithm 4. Given the HMM model and the sequence

of observations, Forward() computes the probability of

the sequence. Take s10 in Fig. 6 for example, PPWD()

will compute the probabilities of s8 → s9 → s10 → s2 ,

s8 → s9 → s10 → s12 and s8 → s9 → s10 → s16 using

Forward() and choose the maximum one to decide the

predicted destination.

Algorithm 3 Pseudo code for PPWD()

Input: message ME, access direction probability of CTS-CTS.ADP;

Output: predicted sensor ID, predicted hop ph;

1: S′=DecideState(ME,CTS.ADLL);//getting the set of states will be
used in current prediction

2: λ=FormHMM();//getting all the three parts of HMM

3: for each AP marked as AP j except CSID of CTS (1 � j � n) do

4: if AP j isn’t null then

5: pj = Forward(λ, S′, sequence[PSID, CSID,CTS,AP j]); //com-
puting the probability of each observation sequence

6: choose the AP j which has the maximum pj marked as AP′′′;
7: else

8: let AP′′′ be CSID;

9: ph=2;//considering the situation that CTS is an end point and it is
predicting its first PTS

10: break;

11: end if

12: ph+=1;

13: end for

14: return AP′′′;

4.4 Prediction of trigger time (PTT)

PTT() in Algorithm 5 is introduced in this section. When one

sensor node has got its two PTSs, it will compute the speed a

user walks based on the receive time of ME, its trigger time

and the distance between it and the sensor node which sends

ME to it. Then it will search its ADLL to find the distance

information of the PTSs. At last, it calculates the trigger time

of PTSs and sends the result to the sink node.

Algorithm 4 Pseudo code for Forward()

Input: λ, S ′, sequence[a1 , a2, a3, a4];

Output: probability of the sequence[a1 , a2, a3, a4];

Variables: αt(x) is the middle probability of t recursive step;

1: Initialization: α1(x) = π(x) ×Cx(a1) (sx ∈ S ′);

2: Recursive step: αt+1(x) =
Z∑

x′=1
(αt(x′) × a(x′ , x)) × Cx(at+1), where

(1 � t � 3, sx ∈ S ′ and Z is the number of states in S ′);
3: Termination: p′ = max[α4(x)], where(sx ∈ S ′);
4: Output: p′ is probability of the sequence[a1 , a2, a3, a4];

Algorithm 5 Pseudo code for PTT()

Input: message ME (MEr) received from other sensor node, access dis-
tance linked list of CTS-CTS.ADLL, predicted sensor ID list;

Output: trigger time of sensor nodes in predicted sensor ID list;

Variables: user speed US

1: CTS searches CTS.ADLL to get the distance-Dis between CSID and
it;

2: the time T=(the trigger time of CTS-the receive time of MEr);

3: US=Dis/T;

4: for each sensor node marked as PSk in predicted sensor ID list(1 � k �
Ω) do

5: CTS searches CTS.ADLL to get the distance Disk between PSk and
it;

6: CTS computes the trigger time of PSk with the US and Disk;

7: end for

4.5 Real-time applicability of DPHK

There were some constraints to directly using standard HMM

model and Forward algorithm to our real-time application

scenario. In our framework, the core is the Forward() in

HMM, and for the complexity of Forward() is related to the

size of state space, we have designed a model with varying

size of system state S ′ that is the set of motion activated nodes

and their 1-hop or 2-hop neighbor nodes in EG (explained

earlier). Regarding the maximum degree of a sensor node in

EG (say MD), the Forward() algorithm requires O((MD+3)2)

operations and other operations like DecideState() and PTT()

need no more than O(MD) steps and ChangeME() can be

done in constant time.

5 Performance evaluation and experiments

In this section we first introduce the evaluation index of

DPHK, and then we will explain our experimental setup in

a real smart environment and in a simulation environment,
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followed by system performance analysis of DPHK.

5.1 Evaluation index

In order to reduce the PRDOS of a sink node, we have pro-

posed DPHK and given an evaluation index of DPHK here.

We define the performance of DPHK-POP (proportion of pro-

motion) like this:

POP = (1− data received times after using DPHK
data received times before using DPHK

)×100%

5.2 System setup

5.2.1 Experiments in real environment

A network of 29 TelosW [17] static wireless sensor nodes

(Fig. 1(b)) is deployed throughout the 32 meter × 40 meter

floor (Fig. 1(a)) workplace environment (in workplace of De-

partment of Computer Science, ChongQing University). As

earlier shown in the physical layout in Fig. 1(a), the sensor

nodes are deployed mainly in the hallways, key positions like

entry points or exit points and some rooms and they are all

powered by the USB patch cord shown in Fig. 1(b). These

nodes are fixed on the ceiling and each of them is equipped

with Panasonic AMN-31111 passive infrared motion sensor.

Experiment setup: Firstly, we need design some examples

that only are used to test and may not have real meanings of

an activity. Table 3 shows our test trajectories.

There are some volunteers (users) involving in and every

user generates one trajectory. These users finish three scenar-

ios separately in the conditions of DPHK-TT and DPHK-OT:

1) user walks constantly as the user patterns; 2) user walks in-

constantly as the user patters, and it means user will change

his speed suddenly and walks in the new speed for a while; 3)

user walks constantly in random path. In all of the three sce-

narios, every user carries a device which can record time after

being pressed and the users themselves also need to record

the sensor ID when they pass a sensor node.

Table 3 List of designed user patterns

No. Pattern

pattern 1 1-7-8-9-10-12-16-19-18-17-21-20-25-24-21

pattern 2 2-10-12-16-15-14-11-13-17-18-23-22-21-17-14

pattern 3 28-22-23-19-18-17-13-11-14-15-16-12-10-9-8

pattern 4 25-20-21-22-23-18-17-14-15-16-10-9-8-7-4

pattern 5 15-16-10-9-8-11-14-17-18-19-16-15-14-11-8

5.2.2 Experiments in simulation environment

Here we use NS2 to finish our confirmatory experiment about

the effect of the number of sensor nodes have on DPHK. And

the main simulation parameters are set as Table 4.

Table 4 Simulation parameters values

No. Area NoSS NoS LoS Communication radius

#23 (35,35) 100 1 (17,25) 5

#24 (50,50) 100 1 (25,35) 5

#25 (50,50) 300 1 (25,35) 5

#26 (100,100) 300 1 (50,70) 5

#27 (100,100) 500 1 (50,70) 5

Note: NoSS: number of sensor node; NoS: number of sink node; LoS: loca-
tion of sink node

While we also carefully design some activity patterns with-

out real meanings of each scenario in the simulation experi-

ment to ensure that all the networks of each scenario have

similar topology and all sensor nodes are included in the ac-

tivity patterns. What’s more, we set the number of each activ-

ity pattern coming out in the experiment before using DPHK

and after using DPHK. At last, we set an approximate total

number as the closing flag in each experiment, that is to say,

when the number that sink node receives data from other sen-

sor nodes reaches the closing flag, the system will quit.

5.3 Results of DPHK experiment

Tables 5 and 6 show the effects of DPHK in single and multi-

ple people environment while Table 7 shows the result of us-

ing DPHK in the network with different scales. And we also

conduct a special experiment like this: 12 sensor nodes divide

into three groups which include 4 sensor nodes separately,

and the 4 sensor nodes form a quadrilateral with a 3 meters

edge. While we apply DPHK in one group, data merge in an-

other group and do nothing in the last group, then we invite

some people just walk constantly in each group clockwise.

Additionally, the total distances of the path in each group are

the same. The result is shown in Fig. 7.

Table 5 DPHK accuracy results of single user

No. Scenario Times APL LTA APRDOS POP/%

#1 (1)OT 30 15 .995&/ 5.02 66.53

#2 (1)OT 30 45 .994&/ 15.04 66.58

#3 (2)OT 30 15 .997&/ 5.01 66.60

#4 (2)OT 30 45 .992&/ 15.07 66.51

#5 (3)OT 30 15 .007&/ 14.99 0.07

#6 (3)OT 30 45 .010&/ 44.98 0.04

#7 (1)T*T 30 15 .994&.991 5.05 66.33

#8 (1)T*T 30 45 .995&.992 15.27 66.07

#9 (2)T*T 30 15 .995&.575 9.93 33.80

#10 (2)T*T 30 45 .992&.544 31.24 30.58

#11 (3)T*T 30 15 .004&.001 14.99 0.07

#12 (3)T*T 30 45 .007&.001 44.99 0.02

Note: APL: average path length; LTA: location&time accuracy; APRDOS:
average PRDOS of sink node
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Table 6 DPHK accuracy results of multiple users

No. Scenario User num Times Length/time APRDOS POP/%

#15 (1)T*T 1 30 30 11.04 63.20

#16 (1)T*T 2 30 60 23.37 61.05

#17 (1)T*T 3 30 90 34.87 61.26

#18 (1)T*T 4 30 120 45.29 62.26

#19 (2)T*T 1 30 30 17.36 42.13

#20 (2)T*T 2 30 60 36.74 38.77

#21 (2)T*T 3 30 90 54.83 39.08

#22 (2)T*T 4 30 120 77.26 35.62

Table 7 The results of simulation experiment

No. Scenario
Data received

times (before)

Data received

times (after)
POP/%

#23 (1)OT 15 000 5 547 63.02

#24 (1)OT 15 000 5 324 64.51

#25 (1)OT 15 000 5 278 64.81

#26 (1)OT 15 000 5 465 63.57

#27 (1)OT 15 000 5 372 64.19

Fig. 7 The comparative results among DPHK, data merge and doing noth-
ing (a) PRDOS of sink node; (b) total delay

What’s more, we need design some more examples that

can generate ground truth and reflect the typical situation

when user walks in a workplace. We first let the system run

for a month to learn the knowledge needed for prediction.

Next we record the necessary data of three weeks which is

generated in the condition of not using the system in the first

week, in the condition of using data merge in the second week

and in the condition of using the system in the third week.

Then we compare the data. Here we should guarantee that

all the users will appear in the two weeks only if they have

appeared a month ago. Figure 8 shows the comparative result.

Fig. 8 Comparison of statistical data in three weeks. (a) PRDOS of sink
node and POP; (b) total delay

5.4 Performance evaluation

In Table 5:

• From #1 to #6, when taking no account of time of ar-

rival, we could find that scenario (1) and scenario (2)

have the same performance and both reduce almost

66% times that sink node receive data from other sensor

nodes, and the POP is related to the predicted hop;

• From #7 to #10, we could see that the effect of DPHK

decrease substantially for activity without regularity is

hard to predict;

• From #5, #6, #11 and #12, the data shows that DPHK

almost has no effect for the people walks like a headless

chicken, the system really do not know where this user

will go to.

In Table 6, as the third scenario really makes no sense, we

only get the experiment data of the first two scenarios:

• From #15 to #18, we could find that the number of user

has no effect of DPHK;

• Compared #15, #16, #17 and #18 with corresponding

#19, #20, #21 and #22, DPHK still work not well in the

scenario that people have a irregular speed.

In Table 7:
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• Comparing #23 with #24,and #25 with #26, we get that

DPHK works well despite the area of testbed;

• Comparing #24 with #25, and #26 with #27, we also

find that the number of sensor nodes has no effect of

DPHK.

From Figs. 7 and 8, we could get the conclusion that DPHK

work well in a daily office environment. What’s more, DPHK

has almost the same effect with data merge but have a huge

advantage on real-time. This is really an important point in

some real-time applications.

In one word, whether DPHK could work well is related to

whether people act in the environment have regular behav-

iors, and the performance is determined by the regularity in

people’s activity and the predicted hop.

6 Discussion and conclusion

This paper discusses congestion and data loss caused by too

many connections to sink node in current Smart Environment

and proposes a method to solve the problem by delivering

predicted data. Based on DPHK, the data traffic load of sink

node to receive data from too many sensor nodes can be

significantly reduced. The performance evaluation is demon-

strated with results from designed experiments in a smart

workplace environment. In the future, our work will focus

on: 1) optimizing the DPHK framework for lower com-

plexity and adaptability in different smart environments, 2)

improving the DPHK framework with processing overlaps

and the situation that when one user reaches a sensor node

while this sensor node gets a prediction from a sensor node

triggered by another user, 3) perfecting the DPHK framework

for dealing with energy consumption in transferring message

between sensor nodes and balance the energy among sensor

nodes which make prediction, furthermore, designing effec-

tive route strategy to send the predicted data.
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